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CONFERENCE 2002
Accompanying this Precis is a booking form for this year’s Conference on ‘How does God act in the world?’ Howard Van Till, John Houghton and Ian Bensted will provide insights from science while Graham McFarlane and Roger Forster give theological input. Here is a good opportunity to deepen our understanding of the links between our faith and our work. It is also good to meet up with friends so return your form NOW !
There have not as yet been any volunteers to help run a Northern Conference. Leeds and Sheffield have been suggested as possible venues. We need to take action now if the plan for a conference in April 2003 is to be implemented. The general secretary can make many of the arrangements but it is essential that we have one or two local co-ordinators . Volunteers please contact the secretary. (address over the page)

John Polkinghorne wins Templeton Prize
We are delighted to congratulate John Polkinghorne on this major international award. He was elected FRS for his contribution to mathematical physics but gave up his Cambridge Chair in 1979 to train for ordination. Since then has made major contributions to the science/religion field. Those at our 2000 day conference will remember his stimulating presentation on ‘God and Time’. It is good to have a British winner two years running, last year’s award having gone to Arthur Peacocke. 

Books to note
Editor of Science and Christian Belief  Denis Alexander’s book  ‘Rebuilding the Matrix’, published by Lion, has had good reviews and is now out in paperback price £12.99. Our chairman John Bryant (co-authors Linda Baggott La Velle and John Searle) also has a book just published, with Wiley. ‘Bioethics for Scientists’ sounds a comprehensive read with 376 pages for £65.



History and Philosophy of Science subgroup
 Richard Dimery, at Wycliffe Hall, Oxford, is concerned about the level of ignorance on this topic by scientists with the result that past mistakes are often unnecessarily repeated. He has outlined some ideas for the group to provide a forum for discussion and support for those working in the field. He plans in the first instance a regular newsletter which would include book reviews and commissioned articles. Further possibilities are an e-mail discussion group and a data protected membership list of those prepared to support students and others. Those interested should contact him at  richard@dimery.com 

Emmanuel School Gateshead.
The media furore that surrounded reports on the teaching of science at this Christian school may well have been orchestrated by those who oppose faith schools in principle. Both we and the Association of Christian Teachers have tried to make it clear that many Christians find no conflict between scientific explanations for the creation and belief in a Creator God. A group of Committee and other members had a letter published in ‘The Independent’ of March 27th . Mike Poole and others associated with education wrote to the Prime minister and to the chairman of the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority, in part to counter letters written by the British Humanist Association and others. It is important for ordinary church members to be well informed on these science/religion issues so that such talking points can be used as opportunities for discussing the more fundamental aspects of the Christian faith. We all have a responsibility for the ‘education’ of our own church members. The committee is exploring the possibility of producing a suitable booklet or other aid and would be glad to hear of any material already being used by members.


On-line lectures
The Cambridge CiS group, in association with St Edmund’s College and funded by the Templeton Foundation, have arranged a series of lectures on Science, Religion and Society, Contemporary Perspectives. The next one is on October 23rd, when David Wilkinson will speak on ‘Hawking, Dawkins and the Matrix. Science and Religion in the Media’. Previous lectures are available in full on the St.Edmunds website:
 www.st-edmunds.cam.ac.uk . They include Malcolm Jeeves on Psychology and Christianity, John Hedley Brooke on Darwinism and Religion, John Houghton on Global Warming and Nancy Murphy on The Problem of Mental Causation.

Scientific Fraud
The March/April newsletter of our sister organization, the American Scientific Affiliation had an interesting article on scientific fraud by Joe Carson and Forrest Mims, both of whom are active in exposing this. Genuine mistakes can be made by any of us but their concern is the way supposedly scientific evidence is put forward in the law courts and in the promotion of certain products. This so-called Junk Science is monitored at www.junkscience.com. Equally relevant are the more subtle pressures that members may experience with regard to publishing their findings, conditions of sponsorship etc. when working with commercial companies. The ASA article sees Christians as particularly able to expose and withstand scientific fraud since we are committed to truth. Taking a stand is often hard and CiS members need to support one another. Is the matter serious enough in this country to warrant discussing at a future day conference? 

Science and Religion Forum
www.srforum.org 
The SRF annual conference is at Chester College, Chester on September 16-18.
The title is challenging: ‘Good God? Science, Evil and Religion’. 
Speakers: 
Murray Rae: a Christian theological perspective
David Cook: 
the ethical issues
Harriet Harris: 
the philosophical aspects.



Christopher Southgate:  
suffering in evolution
Caroline Berry: the medical aspects
Jeremy Law: summary and reflections.
The full fee is ú120 but bursaries and discounts are available from
phil@edwards.clara.co.uk

Christ and the Cosmos Initiative has recently had its annual consultation on ‘Building the Cosmos: Exploring models in Science and Religion’. Being well organized, they are already promoting their next weekend : April 25-27, 2003 on the theme ‘Technology Saviour or Servant?’ More information on
christandthecosmos@lineone.net

A final reminder that the American Scientific Affiliation  meets in Malibu, California from August 2-5  2002. The theme is Christian Pioneers in Science More information at www.asa3.org 

CiS committee Awayday on July13th Please pray for wisdom in defining priorities for Christians in Science. There are so many possibilities but members are mostly heavily committed and finding time to implement ideas is a recurring problem. Please send any points you think should be included in the discussion to:
The secretary : cberry@centrenet.co.uk 
4. Sackville Close, Sevenoaks, Kent
TN13 3QD

